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As you know, now Internet is becoming a lifeline for everybody. So, every business owner wants his
business presence on Internet. To make your online presence, you need some medium. And this
medium helps you to make your online presence among all the people. And this medium is called
your company's â€œwebsiteâ€•. For designing a website, most of the people hire web designing company.
Now here the design proofing concept comes in action. For design your business website, you have
to tell all the details of your business, which you want in your website. But this is not a simple
process, as it is very time consuming process.

Suppose you are business owner and you are hiring some web design company for your website's
design. And according to your needs and requirements for the home page design, you will have to
send an email to the manager of that company. After that the manager of that company read your
email and explains all the content of that email to the team lead for designing the website. Team
lead then explains all the requirements to the web designer. This process may create lots of
confusion. After that when designer designs your home page design, because of lots of
communication channel he may not able to design the accurate design which you wanted for your
website's home page. After completing his job, the designer will email the home page design to you
for proofing. And in case if you are not convinced with this. Then again you will send an email to the
manager regarding the changes of the design. Now, again the same process happens and
confusion may occur again. So, in that case design approval process becomes very lengthy
process. This will waste lots of your time. So, to proof your design it is necessary, that the web
designer should understand carefully all the needs and requirements of his client.

Nowadays many online proofing software are available in the market. And this software help
designer to easily approve their design. Basically design proofing is a process to reduce the
communication gap between the designer and client. Proofing tool helps you to easily proof your
design. In proofing tool there are just few easy steps a designer has to follow. In this web designer
firstly upload the file which he wants to approve, and then send it to the client. Then client will see
that file, and if he wants any changes in the design then he mark the comments and add notes and
share that proof with the designer. Designer then see that same file on same platform and make
changes according to the client. This is very simple and few minutes process. So, for proof your
design you need not to wait for number of days, with the help of this tool you can proof your design
with in a minute only.
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If you are searching for a a online proofing software, then I would like to suggest you proofing tool
ProofMini. It is one of the best a proofing tool to proof your design easily.
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